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LYSISTRATA
Adapted from Aristophanes by Drue Robinson

Cast

Kayla Piscatelli*  Lysistrata
Rachel Middleton  Calonice
Jesse Powers*    Myrrhine
Amber Westbrook  Lampito
Allison Zobel    Ismения
Cassie Prodan*   Alexis
Lauren Acobe      Phoebe
Morgan Alber   Theola
Cecily Bigham*  Leader Old Women
 Briana Parks  First Old Woman
 Cassi Tualla*  Second Old Woman
Allie Mollinari  Third Old Woman
Sydney Moore    Fourth Old Woman
Courtney Williams  Fifth Old Woman
David Hutto Jr.* Leader Old Men
Rob Carroll First Old Man
Nathan Rouse*  Second Old Man
Geoff Jordan Third Old Man
Joseph Fry Fourth Old Man
Sean Johnson  Fifth Old Man
Norman Burt Magistrate of Athens
Sean Rodriguez  Cinesias
Zade Patterson  Spartan Herald
Tyler Wells  Spartan Delegate #1
Ted Patterson  Spartan Delegate #2
Shawn Vick Athenian Delegate #1
Trey Campbell Athenian Delegate #2
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Director  Russell Luke
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Technical Direction  Biff Edge
Costume Studio Supervisor  Brenda Floyd
Stage Manager  Cayci Andrews*
Assistant Stage Managers  Erin Bailie
                                    Sandy Redzikowski
*Denotes member of the Alphi Psi Omega the National Honorary Theatre Fraternity

There will be two acts with a 10 minute intermission between acts

The production is approximately 1 1/2 hrs. long

Additional patrons since the playbill was published

Little Chapel Club:  Alice Burmeister
Garnet and Gold Club:  Tom and Marsha Moore
Cornerstone Club:  Pat and Ed Fitzgerald
Little Chapel Club:  Gloria & Marshall Doswell

In compliance with Winthrop University policy, we ask smokers to use the designated area across the driveway from the front of Johnson Hall.